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For the holiday season, Sinclair
Community College’s theatre department will be presenting the American
Christmas classic, “A Charlie Brown
Christmas” in a new light. For the
first, time in Miami Valley, the show
will be presented with live actors
playing the Peanuts characters. In
a collaboration with the Theatre
department and the American Sign
Language department, this will be a
first as ASL students will be shadowing the actors, meaning they will be
translating for actors right next to
them instead of off stage.

Danny McCallum | Clarion Staff

Students rehearsing for A Charlie Brown
Christmas in the Black Box Theatre.

“The rights for the play became
available in late 2013 and Sinclair will
be the first to perform it in Dayton,”
said Patti Celek, the marketing
specialist for the Theatre and Dance
department. “It’s a short performance
of a classic, and the timing for it is just
perfect.”
“I was really pumped to get the
role, but quite nervous because I
want to do the character justice,” said
Woodie Hieb, the actor portraying
Charlie Brown. “Everyone knows
who Charlie Brown is, and I have to
embody him as best as I can."
Charlie continued on page 3

On Tuesday, Sinclair’s
National Society of Leadership
and Success hosted the first
annual Leadership conference
in a partnership with Tech Prep.
The event was held to inspire
high school students to become
successful by hearing the actions
of certain successful individuals
from the Miami Valley.
James Brown, an awardwinning anchor for WHIO
television shared his views of life
and leadership with the audience,
beginning with advice on how to
speak and address individuals.
“Don’t talk at people, talk with
people and don’t be intimidated
by them because they might be
as intimidated as you are," Brown
said.
Afterward, he told the story of
his recovery from being paralyzed
in high school and choosing not
to feel sorry for himself.
"I could be in a wheel-chair
today, but I refused to give up and
to you all, you’re all young and
you have so many opportunities
in front of you- what you see
tomorrow as a failure, you’ll look
back in ten years and you’ll shake
your head and laugh," Brown said.
His seven-year-old son, James
Brown V gave him some helpful
advice that he shared with the
audience, “You have to listen to
learn, learn to listen”.
Maksym Gerasimov, a current
Sinclair student and former
student president of NSLS, spoke
of coming from the Ukraine
to pursue an education with
Sinclair. He spent many hours
everyday studying, but did not
learn anything from it. He was
told by two of his professors
that the knowledge he learns in
his class is temporary, but the
practical knowledge is more
important to have.
“It’s more important to know
and have practical knowledge,
instead of theoretical knowledge."
Gerasimov admits that he
knows that his grade point

Danny McCallum | Clarion Staff

Dayton Mayor Nan Whaley speaking at Sinclair on Tuesday, Nov. 25 at the NSLS
leadership conference.

average has probably gone done
since his start at Sinclair in 2012.
He said says that he is happier
because he has found his true
passion,which is to help people.
“It is important for me to know
that something that I do actually
makes something better for
others," Gerasimov said.
He concluded his presentation
with some personal inspiration
by letting the audience know that
optimism and passion is the key
to success.
“Optimism is what helped
many people around the world
achieve great things."
Charles Knippen is the
National President of NSLS, who
spoke about what motivates the

actions of a person. Knippen said
that Sinclair is the only school to
give high school students in the
Tech Prep program access to the
resources of NSLS.
“It thrills me to no end to know
that this is happening here in
Ohio," Kippen said.
He encouraged the guests, to
find something that motivates
them to moves them to
greatness. Knippen spoke about
an experience in a leadership
program when he was a junior in
high school. While his program
was attending a leadership
workshop, a speaker went on
stage and told him and his
organization that they were there
for them. He remembers the

Matt Summers
Reporter

Adeola Adeyemi
Reporter

Kathleen Querner, a
professor from Sinclair’s sports
department, and Sinclair students
share tips on how to stay fit and
healthy this holiday season.
With the holidays being right
around the corner, our activity
levels decline while our feasting
increases so it is important to
still maintain a healthy lifestyle
as the festivities ensue. Querner
teaches exercise wellness courses
and explains that an average adult
needs 150 minutes a week of
moderate activity.
“It doesn’t have to be in a row…
you can break it up to about 30

T H E

Brandyn King-White | Clarion Staff

Students can workout at Sinclair in the Physical Activity Centers weight room located in
Building 8.

minutes a day," Querner said.
Ashley Hirn is an exercise
science major and shares her
workout regimen when asked
how she stays fit during the
holidays.
“I exercise a lot…I try to be

OF F ICI A L
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at the gym at least four days a
week,” Hirn said. She explained
that getting in just one day a
week will keep you on track and
on the way to a healthy lifestyle.
Stay Fit continued on page 3
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On November 26 from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m. the Honors and Service Learning symposium was held by the Honors program in the library loggia.
The symposium is designed to
help show off projects done by honor
students. Not only did friends and
family go to see the students' hard
work, but also recruiters from Wright
State and University of Dayton.
“This is really to help people
have these great conversations. If
you think about it, we don’t have a
great opportunity to do showcasing. Where do students get to show
their success at Sinclair? The Clarion
showcases good writing. The theatre
and art gallery shows student work.
But if you are an outstanding chemistry student, where do you show that
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speaker asking him and his peers
to take what they learned and
teach it to someone else. Knippen
said that this was what motivated
him to do what he is doing.
“I want to pay it forward. I want
to create a career around helping
others figure out what moves,
what motivates and what inspires
them," Knippen said.
He recommended the guests
try anything, until they find
something that insires them.
“It won’t be easy, you may have
to try many times, but find that
one thing that motivates you."
Colonel John M. Devillier was
the next speaker, who told the
audience that the one thing that
they will need to be a successful
leader is trust.
“Regardless if it’s in the
boardroom, on the battlefield or
in a classroom, trust is by far the
most important factor in a leaderfollower relationship."
Devillier told the audience that
trust is built on the confidence in
others, and that peoples actions
can either make or break it. He
said that leadership is both an
inherited and a learned trait,
characteristic and that everyone
can have this within them.
“In the end, one person
can make a difference be that
difference,” Devillier said.
The final speaker for the event
was the Mayor of Dayton, Ohio,
Nan Whaley. Whaley said that
she knew that she wanted to be
leader since high school, and
did so through school activites.
Whaley used Harry Potter as an
example of leadership showing
trust, respect and listening, even
if the person doesn’t always agree
with the opinions.
“It’s important to show respect
to others, no matter what your
position is." Whaley said that
the audience needs to know
where their core is, when to be a
good follower and when to trust
people.
“These are factors that will
help you carve out fantastic
lives for your fantastic futures.”
Whaley said.

off at?” said Derek Petrey, Director of
the Honors Program.
According to Petrey, the symposium is designed to help show the
student’s success via presentations,
but it is not only just for the participants.
“If you are participating, there
are rewards for best presentation. A
couple of judges go around and pick
the best project, but every participant gets bookstore discounts just
for participating. Typically, there
are about twelve participants at each
turn out. If you are just watching, it
shows what the Honors and Service
Learning programs are all about,”
said Petrey.
There is something for non-participants too as the Honors Program
will also be handing out free T-Shirts
and other various goods throughout
the event.
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December 02, 2014

Sinclair Talks:
Health Sciences & Public Safety Career Community

National Issues Forum:
21st Century Mission of Public Schools

Express Registration
All Campuses
from 4:00p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

December 03, 2014

Tartan Marketplace Room 7-006
4:00 p.m. to 6:00 p.m.

December 04, 2014

Sinclair Talks:
Puppies to Help with Finals Stress

Sinclair Talks:
Puppies to Help with Finals Stress

Building 7, Library Loggia
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Building 7, Library Loggia
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

December 03, 2014

Sinclair Talks:
Health Sciences & Public Safety Career
Community

December 04, 2014

December 03, 2014

Englewood Learning Center Lobby
12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.

December 06, 2014

25th Annual Pre-Kwanzaa
To Change Our Present and Unify Our
Future!

We Don’t do Titles
Live Poetry Reading in the Library Loggia
on December 4th from 12:30PM-1:45PM
'the Clarion' does not necessarily endorse any paid advertisement. We do not investigate nor accept responsibility for the truth or
accuracy of any statement made by the advertiser in any ads. Deadline for placing a classified ad is Monday at noon from for the
following Tuesday's issue. Classified ads may be submitted at 'the Clarion' in Buildimg 8, Room 027.

Building 8.
from 5:00 p.m. - 8:30 p.m.

December 04, 2014

Sinclair Talks:
Health Sciences & Public Safety Career
Community
Preble Learning Center Lobby
12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.

Huber Heights Learning Center Lobby
12:00 p.m. to 1:00 p.m.

December 2,2014p

December 06, 2014

Holiday Choral Concert
Building 2, Blair Hall Theatre
8:00 p.m. to 10:00 p.m.

Lipstick Mystic: love forecast By Jennifer Shepherd
Distributed by MCT Information Services

Sagittarius: Nov. 22 – Dec. 21

Aries: March 21 – April 19

You're enjoying your romantic situation. If you're single, you're
having fun being a free agent and dating numerous people. If
you're already committed to someone, you're realizing how lucky
you are to be with your sweetheart. You can thank Venus.

There's a spring in your step as Mercury enhances your frisky side.
If you're single, you're making love connections right and left. If
you're in a relationship, you're ready to stir up some mischief and
create extra excitement with your honey.

Capricorn: Dec. 22 – Jan.19

Taurus: April 20 – May 20

time to put those plans in action. Mars is helping you to dream big.
Be sure to include your honey. Talk with your partner about what
you intend to do, and welcome him or her to join you for the ride.

Aquarius: Jan. 20 – Feb. 18

Pisces: Feb. 19 – March 20

#1

With the moon opposite your sign, it's important not to rush to
judgment. If your honey says he's been working late, he's probably telling the truth. Don't let jealousy or a bad mood spoil a
promising relationship.

#2

Down

7 Word to a captain
8 Greatest amount
9 Cop's command
10 Many an Iraqi Muslim
11 What sports stats are
usually shown in ... or what
3-, 5- and 9-Down each
represents?
12 Toward the stern
13 Boat base
21 Barn dance neckwear

23 Remove the skin from
27 Mortise inserts
28 Sarajevo's region
29 K-12
30 Roman holiday attractions
32 Dent or scratch
34 Pizza topping
35 Wee ones
37 Busload at a resort, probably
39 Loud to the max

44 Moon lander, briefly
46 Prohibited insecticide
51 With 65-Across, source of
shade
52 Act the suitor
54 Charlemagne's realm:
Abbr.
55 Turn that's hung
56 Canapé topping
58 Wedding page word
59 Oaf

Across

20 Old Buick
22 Not surprising
24 Schoolyard comeback
25 Chaps can be seen in
one
26 Like boxed matches
28 Jackson successor Van
__
29 Predatory seabird
31 "Hit me"
33 Speckle
36 Broadway's __-Fontanne

Theatre
38 Grind, as teeth
39 Young hombre
40 Shout before Silver
41 Patterson who played the
singing flight attendant in
"Airplane!"
42 Handling the situation
43 Pancreatic hormone
45 Blue hues
47 Chase scene sounds
48 Annexes

49 One of a fiver's fifty
50 Recipe word
51 Flock females
53 Freedom, in Swahili
57 "The Country Girls" novelist O'Brien
60 Big oaf
61 Surgical holding area
62 Go slowly (through)
63 Hard-to-do dos
64 Part of REM
65 See 51-Down
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Scorpio: Oct. 24 – Nov. 21

Your imagination is in overdrive, thanks to dreamy Neptune. You're
daydreaming about a former flame, fantasizing about a reunion. Or
you're creating various steamy "What if?" scenarios surrounding a
sexy new friend you're interested in.

1 Many Pindar poems
5 Philatelist's find
10 Mt. Rushmore locale
14 "Rich & Meaty" brand
15 "I should have made my
way straight __ long ago":
Whitman
16 "Try this"
17 Joule fractions
18 Explosive trial
19 "Makes sense to me"

Established: March 15, 1977

You'll be surrounded by flirtatious friends for the next few weeks.
Even if you're already in a relationship, you could discover that
you're suddenly the belle of the ball. People will want to get to
know you better, and Mars is creating some temptation.

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

1 City about 225 miles from
Moscow
2 "__ say it?"
3 Diner's breakfast request
4 "Valley of the Dolls" author
Jacqueline
5 Baseball manager's decision
6 Carry

Building 8, Room 027

Libra: Sept. 23 – Oct. 23

Mars will help you get your freak on over the next several weeks.
You're in an adventurous mood, and you'll want to arrange sexy encounters in strange and unusual places. The status quo simply won't
work for you anymore.

Don't stir up trouble just because you're bored. It's not a good
idea to call up a former flame and schedule a hook up. And
it isn't smart to get back together with that dysfunctional ex
just because you hope that he or she has changed. The moon
urges you to get real.

'the Clarion' location

Virgo: Aug. 23 – Sept. 22

Your partner is giving you some gentle nudges about something,
and you need to pay attention. Maybe your honey has grown
bored of your usual bedroom routine and wants to try something different. The moon is telling you to spice things up.

Gemini: May 21 – June 21

You'll be on fire as a group of planets bring you extra energy.
You could entertain friends with outrageous stories at a dinner
party or amuse all of your coworkers with your comedic routines.
Mercury is helping you communicate in clever ways.

As you fill in squares correctly, options for the remaining squares are
narrowed and it becomes easier to
fill them in.
Sudoku Tips: Start by looking
for numbers that occur frequently
in the initial puzzle. For example,
say you have a lot of 5’s in the
initial puzzle. Look for the 3x3 box
where there is no 5. Look for 5’s
in other rows and columns that
can help you eliminate where the
5 might go in that box. If there
is a 5 in column’s 1 and 2, then
there can’t be a 5 anywhere else
in either of those columns. You
know then that whatever leftmost
3x3 box that is missing a 5 must
have it go in column 3. If you can
eliminate all the possibilities in that
box except for 1 square, you’ve
got it down!

Those winter blahs could kick in early as energizer planet Mars
moves opposite your sign. Take extra care of your physical wellbeing, because your energy is likely to be low. Ask that special
someone for frequent, nurturing massages.

Your romantic partner can usually rely upon you to do sensible
stuff like paying bills on time, walking the dog on a regular
schedule, and so on. But Saturn is making you lazy and rebellious
just now, and you'll want your partner to do the hard work. Be
more practical.

You've been trying to change your life in a big way, and now is the

The objective of the game is to
fill all the blank squares in a game
with the correct numbers. There
are three very simple constraints to
follow. In a 9 by 9 square Sudoku
game:
• Every row of 9 numbers must
include all digits 1 through 9 in
any order.
• Every column of 9 numbers
must include all digits 1 through
9 in any order.
• Every 3 by 3 subsection of the
9 by 9 square must include all
digits 1 through 9.
Every Sudoku game begins with
some squares already filled in, and
the difficulty of each game is due
to how many squares are filled in.
The more squares that are known,
the easier it is to figure out which
numbers go in the open squares.

Leo: July 23 – Aug. 22
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Matt Summers
Reporter

On December 6th at 8:00
p.m., a choral concert called
“An Evening in December”
will be held in Sinclair’s Blair
Hall Theatre (Building 2)
which will be conducted
by Daniel Greene, a music
professor here at Sinclair.
The concert will feature the
“Sinclair contemporary Gospel
Ensemble” with alumni who
will make this part of the show
a “reunion”, says Greene. As
well as current members, at
least 20 other members will
join as they sing three songs
accompanied by a 4 horn

Angela Winfield
Contributing Writer

What does Sinclair
mean to you? A
better future? A new
perspective about the
way you see yourself
and others? Effective
Listening Class (COM
2287) students will be
hosting a special event
during finals week, giving
Sinclair students a chance
to give their story about
what Sinclair Community
College means to them.
This is an opportunity
that is open to all
students and faculty,
and is an especially good
opportunity for students

section complete with drums,
bass, guitars, and piano.
The next part of the
concert will be a “Carol Sing”
composed by the Gospel
Ensemble, the SCC Opera/
Music Theatre Ensemble,
and community members
who have been invited to
come together to create the
Sinclair Choral Union. The
ensemble will be singing some
popular holiday carols, but the
audience will also be invited to
sing along.
The final part of the
performance will include
the SCC Opera/Music
Theatre Ensemble. The group
will perform a multitude

of staged excerpts such as
Mozart’s “Magic Flute”, “Don
Giovanni”, and “The Marriage
of Figaro”. Broadway musicals
will also be performed
including “Songs for a New
World”, performed by Jason
Robert Brown. A few comedy
surprises will be ref lecting
the holiday season as well
as being treated to lights,
costumes, singing, and acting
by the SCC music and theatre
performance majors.
“It will be a great way to hear
excellent live music, as well
as enjoy a taste of the holiday
season,” says Greene
The concert is free and open
to the public.

majoring in theater,
communications, and
liberal arts. The project is
meant to inform in a fun
way, as well as to possibly
be used to encourage
future enrollment at
Sinclair.
So, this is your
invitation. The students
of Effective Listening
would love to have
volunteers come to the
Library, listen to the
stories that the listening
class students have
recorded of what Sinclair
means to them, and then
record their own story.
There will also be a
power point presentation
and poster information

about the importance of
good listening as well as
hints on how to improve
listening skills.
All participants will
be given a prompt to
get started: “My name
is _ _ _ _ _ _ _ and this
is what Sinclair means
to me.” For all who
participate, the option of
receiving a CD with their
story on it will be made
available.
The dates for the
project are December 9
and 11, 2014, from 11:00
a.m. to 12:15 p.m., in the
Library Loggia.
So, what does Sinclair
mean to you? Come and
tell us your story.

Charlie continued from front

I’m so excited because I
grew up watching Charlie
Brown and I too want
to be able to bring my
character justice” says
Anna Sheldon, the actress
portraying Lucy. “I want
to be able to give people
what they are expecting. I
want to give Lucy a little
bit of sass but show that
she does genuinely care
for Charlie Brown”.
“As a whole, we’re really
excited about it because
shadow interpreting isn’t
something we see very
often in this area” Said
Gwendolyn McNeal,
the ACF Instructor and
practicum supervisor.
“We normally see it in
bigger cities so we’re
really excited to have the

Staying fit continued
from front

For a lot of students, finding
time and the means to lead a
healthy lifestyle is difficult.“ We
can use our couch for exercise
instead of sitting on it,” Querner
said. Querner elaborates on some
exercises that can be done inside
your house in case you do not
have access to a gym or if it is too
frigid to go outside and workout.
She explains, “You can do couch
squats, dips, lunges, pushups,
and side planks.” It may take the
creativity of using your furniture
as gym equipment but a healthy
lifestyle is doable.
Querner lends some helpful

December 2, 2014

opportunity with the
theatre department to do
something that's better
for the community and
for the hearing impaired.
Normally, the hearing
impaired have to look
towards the sides to see
the translations but with
this play, our shadow
interpreters are right on
stage with the actors.” One
of the interpreters, Daniel
Lumpkin, says, “We
are not interpreting the
script, we are interpreting
the performance of the
actors”.
“With the shadow
interpreter next to me is
cool because it’s not just
me as Charlie Brown,
it’s me and my partner”
says Woodie Hieb. “The
experience is so cool
because I think it’s going

ideas to be active with your family while having fun and keeping
everybody involved. “Instead of
sitting all day with your family it
would be a good idea to go out for
a walk or go to the park together
and play around.” A round of flag
football was one suggestion by
Andrea Kofoed , a health science
major. It is a better way to use energy instead of watching a movie
after consuming a big meal.
Our supply of delicious food
is in abundance this holiday
season and everyone wants a
treat but moderation is the key.
When asking Sinclair students
about how they stay fit during
the holidays, portion control was
a resounding theme. Davida

to give a different feel
for the show and it’s cool
to see what your words
will look like.” Said Anna
Sheldon.
Be sure to see “A Charlie
Brown Christmas”
presented by the Sinclair
Theatre and Dance
department in Building 2
in Blair Hall.
Performance times are
the following:
Wed.: Dec. 17 –Noon
Thurs.: Dec. 18 – 10AM
(American Sign Language
Shadow Interpreted)
Fri.: Dec. 19 – Noon
and 7PM (7 PM American
Sign Language Shadow
Interpreted)
Sat.: Dec. 20 – 2PM and
7PM
Ticket prices are $8 for
everyone.

Stanley, a dental hygiene major,
explains” I would say portion out
your food and not pack it on your
plate…just try to get a little bit of
everything.”
Kofoed shares her advice too,
“It’s really tempting to dive in and
eat as much as you want… I just
watch what I eat.”
“We don’t have to eat all the
cookies just because they are
there – you can eat one or two
cookies and save the rest for
another day,” Querner explains.
It is okay to indulge this
holiday season but it is not an
excuse to slack off from a healthy
regimen. Staying fit this holiday
is an easy formula that is solved
with exercise and moderation.

tartanopinion
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Cole McGruff
Contributing Writer

I remember a particularly
snowy Christmas that I am
particularly fond of.
"Beep beep beep beep
beep," the alarm woke me up.
"It’s Christmas," I thought
to myself. I jumped out of
bed and rushed down the
stairs. To my surprise my
younger brother, Tony, was
already opening his gifts.
“Hey, look who decided
to finally get up,” my mother
said to me.
I smiled back at her
and proceeded to head to
my corner of the tree. I
remember that year we
had a giant live pine. The
smell permeated the room,
filling it with the scent of
Christmas.
My gifts were always
stacked up in a neat pile;
the variety of colors and
different bows delighted my
senses. I couldn’t choose
which one to open first.
Should I open the very top
one or grab one at random?
I stood there for a while
contemplating my decision.
“Choose one already,”

Submitted by
Falastin Issa
With this article, the
MSA stands with hundreds
of other Muslim and Islamic organizations worldwide
that condemn the actions
of ISIS as un-Islamic. The
MSA hopes that the reader
will conduct more independent research on Islam.
Some reliable sources are
indicated at the completion
of the article.
The media coverage about
ISIS has been frequent and
unrepresentative of the
Muslim religion. As such, the
Muslim Student Association
(MSA) writes to inform you

Judy Ann Blackburn
December 1, 1985

It may only be food to
you, but to me it’s the Eighth
wonder of the World!
I know, as well as the
next person, that food
is the sustenance of life,
but that isn’t what I’m
praising. Twinkies do not
sustain life. They, and all
their wonderful cousins
(junk food in general) do,
however, make life fun. I
like fun, or perhaps I should
say fun food, and, like most
Americans, I have fun down
to a science.
The controversy over what
foods are good or bad for
you is an issue that people
like me choose to ignore.
It takes all the fun out of
eating.
Please understand that I
am what researchers term

Tony said, jokingly.
I grabbed the one on
top and sat down by the
fireplace. With the heat to
my back, I began to violently
rip off the paper.
“Sweet! A baseball glove!”
I exclaimed. I showed off
my new glove to my brother,
who smiled back at me.
After a while, the rest of
the family started to arrive.
Grandma and Grandpa were
always early to family events.
Grandpa used to say in his
raspy voice, “ You have to
be early, because you never
know what you might miss.”
Grandma brought the
same dish every single
Christmas; Her famous
green bean casserole and
cherry pie. I always had
to take seconds of her pie,
which was fine because she
always brought way more
than enough.
The rest of the family
trickled in throughout the
rest of the afternoon—aunts,
uncles, cousins, the list went
on. Everyone came to our
house for Christmas—this is
where the party was.
The smell of Christmas
filled the house to the brim.

It was as if all
of the windows were going
to pop out. My mother, who
had been cooking all day
long, told us that it wouldn’t
be too much longer now.
The family started to
take their seats as the food
began to fill the table. The
room came to a loud roar as
the conversations bounced
back and forth around the
room. Aunt Mildred and
Aunt Colleen were gossiping
about the latest Hollywood
scandal. Uncle Rufus and
Rick were arguing about
what team would be going to
the Super Bowl this season.
There was the occasional
giggle from one of the
younger members chasing
one another around the
house.
Silence filled the air when
my mother finally walked
out of the kitchen with
the turkey. I remember
everyone’s mouths dropping
to the floor. Gosh, my
mother was a darn good
cook.
Everyone filled their
plates, and the laughter and
festivities carried on into the
night.

December 2, 2014p

"What do I want for Christmas?
Fuzzy socks. Oh, and candles
and chocolate."

Gabrielle (managing editor)

"I want Hyrale Warriors, oh
and a Chanel wallet."

Jamez (reporter)

"For Christmas? Oh! I want
a Nikon D750!"

Danny (multimedia specialist)

"Hmm, for Christmas I want
some thermal undies, wool
socks, gloves, and a bag of mini
marshmallows for the heck of it."

Lowell (associate editor)

"Well it's too late to ask for
my two front teeth haha, so I'm
going to have to ask for a donut
baking pan and yoga mat. Those
two sound like they shouldn't go
together."
Jennifer (creative director)

The Clarion wishes you Happy
Holidays and a Happy New year!

of the misconceptions about
Islam as conveyed by the
terrorist group ISIS. We will
draw upon the two authentic
sources of Islamic teachings:
the Quran and the traditions of Mohammad, the
Prophet of Islam, may peace
and blessings be upon him
(pbuh).
ISIS is an Islamic militant group on a mission to
establish a so-called “Islamic
State.” Since they began
their offensive in June, ISIS
has conquered Iraqi and
Syrian territories by way of
killing over 9,343 Muslims,
Christians and other minorities. The total casualty rate,
including wounded is at least
26,000. The majority of those

average. That means I have
no blatant eating disorders
or illness, which might be
aggravated by consuming
large quantities of fun food.
No danger at least for the
next 24 hours. So, bordering
on deliberate ignorance and
pure bliss, I indulge (and
sometimes bulge).
I know there are others
who feel as I do but it’s a
little embarrassing to admit
to some of the behavior. For
example, I often wake up in
the morning thinking about
all the really neat things
I can eat that day. Mind
you, my thoughts are not of
whole grains or veggies. My
thoughts are of chocolate,
pizza, nachos, and the like.
Fun, remember?
I keep hearing about the
hazards of sugar but I try
not to listen. I enjoy the
shot-of-steam it gives me!

killed and injured have been
Muslims. Throughout their
blind pursuit of their goal,
ISIS has destroyed hospitals, schools, and places of
worship, including ancient
churches, shrines, and
mosques.
While ISIS is gaining
power and international
recognition, ISIS members
fail to realize their attempt to
establish an Islamic state has
been ill-legitimized by Islam,
due to their ongoing violations of Islamic law. Contrasting the Quran and the
actions of ISIS gives us some
insight. The messenger of
Islam used as a foundation of
spreading the religion mercy,
good manners, and excellent

A couple of chocolate chip
cookies for breakfast and I
move through my morning
at a rate Superman would
envy.
Speaking of breakfast,

character. God says about
His messenger, ‘And we have
not sent you but as a mercy to
the worlds’ (21:107). As evidenced above, ISIS’s establishment of the Islamic State
has stemmed from compulsion and destruction. They
have waged wars against
the innocent and helpless in
order to fulfil their desires.
God has prohibited the
slaying of innocent lives:
“And do not slay the soul
[whose life] God has made
inviolable, except with due
cause…” (Al-Isra’, 17:33).
In fact, it is one of the most
abominable sins: ‘Because
of that, We decreed for
the Children of Israel that
whoever slays a soul for other

than a soul, or for corruption in the land, it shall be
as if he had slain mankind
all together; and whosoever
saves the life of one, it shall
be as if he had saved the life
of mankind. Our messengers
have already come with clear
proofs, but after that many of
them still commit excess in
the land’ (Al-Ma’idah, 5:32).
Although God has spoken
with utter clarity on the matter of taking innocent lives,
ISIS has demonstrated and
reinforced their heedlessness
to them.
ISIS has made choices in
accordance with their own
desires and false understanding of Islam. They have been
advised by leading scholars

of Islam around the world
about their wrongdoings, yet
pay them no attention. About
this, God says, ‘Whosoever
does not judge according
to what God has revealed,
those are the evildoers’ (AlMa’idah, 5:45), In another
verse, God describes these
people as ‘disbelievers’ (5:45)
and in another, as wicked
(5:47). In whatever category
ISIS may fall, ISIS fails to
represent obedience to the
faith in neither spirit nor
character.

coffee, in it’s pure
unadulterated state is
incredible. One cup and the
eyes are open, two cups and
the body is moving. Three
cups (added to my cookies)

and driving to school is
much easier because I can go
after “all the idiots” on the
road before they come after
me. Fun? I don’t want to
discuss it because I seem to
be argumentative mornings,
for some odd reason.
Lunch at school is a
real chore. All the food
is separated from people
like me by steel, glass,
and Saran Wrap. “Proper”
portions are doled out, from
a safe distance, by people
who would beat me with a
wooden spoon if I got out of
control. Of course the salad
bar is accessible, but my
kind doesn’t hang out there
too often. Lettuce is nice
but you could scarcely call
it fun.
I also am forced, in
public, to behave with a
little dignity. Left to my
own devices I would fill

my tray to overflowing
with Snowballs, chips,
fries, whatever. Fun! It
boggles the mind to think
how quickly I would then
be able to zip through the
afternoon.
My favorite season is just
around the corner. Gifts are
okay, but I’m thinking about
the parties. Nobody really
cares if you stay by the food
all evening and graze. Sure
those chips and cheeses
collect on the hips but it’s
no big deal. Winter clothes
conceal a lot and I can
always fast during Lent.
The truth is, I know I
should reform, but fun food
has a way of calling me with
voices as magical as Homer’s
Sirens. Maybe I’ll make a
commitment to mend my
ways – tomorrow. How
depressing; think I’ll go
have some fun first.

For more information on
Islam: www.whyislam.org
Find free courses at: http://
free-islamic-course.org/
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Percentage change from previous year

A year ago, general merchandise sales were up 3.1 percent
during the 2013 holiday season. Here are the retail sales
projections for the November-December holiday shopping
period vs. a year ago:
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P Movie picks

Kwanzaa
0000000; ACE; krtcampus campus; krtentertainment

(Dec. 8)
Bodhi Day is celebrated on
December 8. Buddhists remember
Siddhartha Gautama, who vowed
to sit under a tree in Bodhgaya,
India, and not to rise until he
was enlightened. Buddha means
“awakened one.”

Bodhi Day

(Dec. 26-Jan 1)
nt; krtfeatures features; krtlifestyle lifestyle; krtnational
Kwanzaa is an African
world world; leisure; LIF; krtedonly; mctgraphic; American celebration of family,
community, and culture.
nema; ENT; krtarts art; krtmovie movie film; krtdiversity
Beginning
uth; film; mctdelete; movie; picks; review; grmovie
movieDecember 26, this
seven-day festival celebrates and
tdelete; movie film; risk diversity youth; wf mp movie
reinforces a different value-based
krt2014
principle each day: Unity, SelfDetermination, Collective Work
and Responsibility, Cooperative
Economics, Purpose, Creativity
and Faith.

Tribune News Service
Chicago Tribune
Los Angeles Times
Philadelphia Inquirer

Interstellar
Hunger Games:
Mockingjay, Part 1
Nightcrawler
Birdman
The Theory of
Everything
Big Hero 6
Tribune News Service

Hanukkah

(Dec. 16- Dec. 24)
Hanukkah celebrates a military
victory and the rededication of the holy
temple in Jerusalem during the 2nd
century BCE.
During this eight-day festival of
lights, a special candelabrum, called a
hanukiah or menorah, is used and a new
candle is lit on the evening of each of
those days.
Hanukkah, Chanukah, and other
alternate spellings have evolved because
the Hebrew word cannot be directly
translated in to English.

Ashura

(Dec. 26-Jan 1)
Ashura is celebrated on the tenth
day of the first month on the Islamic
calendar. Sunnis, the largest group
of Muslims, celebrates the Prophet
Muhammad by fasting.

The Feast of Our
Lady of Guadalupe

(Dec. 12)
On December 12, Catholics
and those of Hispanic descent
celebrate the feast of Our Lady
of Guadalupe. The story of
Guadalupe recounts a 16thcentury apparition of a poor
Indian, Mary to Juan Diego, on a
hillside near Mexico City.

Christmas

(Dec. 25)
Christmas is a religious and
cultural holiday celebrated
on December 25. It has been
celebrated since the birth
of Jesus Christ. Along with
commemorating the birth, many
of the celebratory customs include
gift giving, caroling, Christmas
trees and lights.

Total Black Friday Spending in 2013: $57.4 billion.

33 million real Christmas trees are sold in the U.S. each year.

51 million turkeys are eaten on Thanksgiving Day.

In 1962, the first Christmas postage stamp was issued in the United States.

The first printed reference to a Christmas tree was in 1531 in Germany.

President Teddy Roosevelt, an environmentalist, banned Christmas trees
from the White House in 1912.

Christmas wasn’t declared an official holiday in the United States until
June 26, 1870.

All the gifts in the Twelve Days of Christmas would equal 364 gifts.

The average consumer spent $407 on Black Friday last year.

The Germans made the first artificial Christmas trees out of dyed goose
feathers.

Deja Goode | Clarion Staff

Deja Goode | Clarion Staff

Deja Goode | Clarion Staff

Deja Goode | Clarion Staff

Deja Goode | Clarion Staff

Deja Goode | Clarion Staff

Santa Claus is based on a real person, St. Nikolas of Myra (also known as
Nikolaos the Wonderworker, Bishop Saint Nicholas of Smyrna, and Nikolaos
of Bari), who lived during the fourth century. Born in Patara (in modern-day
Turkey), he is the world’s most popular non-Biblical saint, and artists have
portrayed him more often than any other saint except Mary. He is the patron
saint of banking, pawnbroking, pirating, butchery, sailing, thievery, orphans,
royalty, and New York City.

There are approximately 21,000 Christmas tree farms in the United States.
In 2008, nearly 45 million Christmas trees were planted, adding to the
existing 400 million trees.

The traditional three colors of Christmas are green, red, and gold. Green has
long been a symbol of life and rebirth; red symbolizes the blood of Christ,
and gold represents light as well as wealth and royalty.

Christmas trees usually grow for about 15 years before they are sold.

Alabama was the first state in the United States to officially recognize
Christmas in 1836.

Snap some photos this winter
around campus and share
them with the Clarion on instagram,
add the hashtag #clarion

Deja Goode | Clarion Staff
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I feel like I've been living a lie for a while. I'm not even sure why I'm writing
this, but I feel like I need to get this out. I'm gay. I feel like I've been trying to
hide it for so long because my parents won't want to accept me for who I am.
That's my biggest fear. We've created a strong bond, but I'm still worried because
they have very conservative views. I'm not sure what to do.
Sincerely,
In the closet
Dear in the closet,

I think everyone craves a bond from their family, and we hope to always receive
unconditional love from them, but sometimes you have to remember as much as
we want to please them, we have to live our own lives. I think honesty is really
important even if that means it might create a rocky road for a while. Remember
in this day, people are more open to accepting others. Yes, we still don't have
complete equality, but we're moving toward that. I think it's important to be you
and try to be open with who you are. I don't know your relationship with your
parents, but maybe sit down and give them your perspective. Be willing to see
their side and have compassion. I hope that if they see you happy, that they will
accept who you are. Good luck!
Be you,
Gabby

Dear Gabby,
This is my first time spending Christmas with my girlfriend's family. We've been
dating for almost a year now, and I just feel lost on how to deal with it all. I feel
comfortable around her and I've met some of her family outside of the holidays. Should
I get her relatives gifts too? Or is it okay to just show up with hers? Is there something
I can do to let them know I appreciate being included but without coming off as
superficial?
Sincerely,
Reindeer Gameless

Dear Reindeer Gameless,
This is really exciting! One positive note is that at least you’ve met some of her family
before, so it won’t be as awkward. I think the most important thing is to be yourself.
If you expect this relationship to last long term, then I think it’s important to start
creating a bond with her family. I don’t think you should buy an expensive gift for her
relatives, but I think maybe a small gesture would be nice to acknowledge her family—
even if it is a bouquet of flowers and a card or a gift card to her mom’s favorite store. I
would keep it small and simple. Just show your appreciation and focus on socializing
with her family. I think the holidays are a special time, especially if you get to spend it
with someone you love. Enjoy this first Christmas with her family because when you
look back, it will be a cherished moment.
Enjoy yourself,
Gabby

#2

#1

“Dear Gabby” is written by Managing Editor, Gabrielle Sharp. The views and advice expressed in “Dear Gabby” replies are solely the opinion of Gabrielle Sharp. They are not reflective of the Clarion or Sinclair
Community College. Gabrielle Sharp is not a professional counselor, and her advice shouldn’t be taken as such. If you think you are in danger of hurting yourself or others, please visit a professional counselor.

Letters to the editor may be submitted to the Clarion in Building 8 Room 027 or by email,
clarion@sinclair.edu. Submissions might be edited for space.
No anonymous submissions will be accepted. All submissions must include author's name and phone
number. The Clarion reserves the right to edit all letters. Deadline is Monday at noon for the following
Tuesday publication. There will be no exceptions to this policy.
Submission does not guarantee publication. Space availability determines publication. When
space is limited, articles may be filed for publication at a later date.
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Anthony Byrd

Jimaur Calhoun
Arts & Entertainment Editor

Human trafficking is a
fast growing crime that is
more often than not being
ignored. Though shown in
fictional works such as “Law
& Order: SVU” or the 2008
movie “Taken”, the crime is
very real and is happening
even in Ohio. In fact, Ohio
is number five in the U.S.
for Human trafficking with
Toledo ranking number four
as a recruiting site, with 27
cases being recorded within
an 18-month period.
On Tuesday, Nov. 18
Sinclair Talks tackled the
subject of human trafficking
in a presentation hosted
by Faculty member Sarah
Davis. In the presentation,
Sarah went over ways
human traffickers prey on
children, one being “the
Romeo Effect”, when an
older man begins treating a
girl or woman as a girlfriend
and after a while, the
man will lure the woman
into prostituting by false
pretenses, saying they want
to run away with them for

a better life. Other ways
people have been lured
into human trafficking
include promises of a
career opportunity, being
introduced to a friend who
is already in trafficking
themselves and even being
kidnapped off the street.
“It’s happening
everywhere, from bus
stops to playgrounds,
and at churches” says
Davis, “Traffickers have
a plan when it comes into
recruitment, to go into
places where youth are
vulnerable and they’re not
afraid to do it and that’s the
problem”.
Davis also explained why
Ohio is ranked number five
in most trafficked states
because Ohio is mostly
highways and it only takes a
couple of hours to get out of
the state. He also explained
the many ways and reasons
why humans are trafficked,
mostly for monetary gain.
Davis went on to say
that there are ways to
stop human trafficking.
“There are signs to look
for in a person you suspect

is being trafficked. Look
for younger people who
are by themselves who
look paranoid but willing
to approach men. Look
for sharp-dressed girls
traveling around with all
their belongings in just a
plastic grocery bag and if
the girl has someone’s name
tattooed on them, mostly
their neck.”
Davis concluded the
Sinclair talks by naming
organizations that help
people escape from human
trafficking, some even in the
Miami Valley.
“There are so many ways
to get involved. Do not be
afraid to call or tell someone
if you recognize any of these
signs of human trafficking.”
If you or someone you
suspect is involved in
human trafficking, please
contact the national human
trafficking hotline at 1-888373-7888
For information on
human trafficking
in Dayton, check out
befreedayton.org
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I’m ready
to TAKE
the next
STEPS.

Tyler Mackey | Clarion Staff

The Ohio Attorney General's Human Trafficking Commission reported that 49 percent of those in sex trafficking
started younger than 18 years old – 13 being the most common age to begin.
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Seasonal Affective Disorder
effects an estimated 35 million
Americans yearly, the disorder
is most commonly diagnosed
during the winter months.
“It [SAD] is a mood
disorder... they usually affect
emotions,” said Lea Ann
Lucas, Associate professor in
the Physiology department.
She explained that SAD is
not the same as other major
types of depression.
“Seasonal affective disorder
is quite different from any
kind of major depression...
its different because it is
definitely tied into the seasons,
particularly fall and winter,”
Lucas said. “If I suffered from
Seasonal Affective Disorder, I
would only be depressed with
the beginning of the fall and
through the winter, then my
mood, my level of depression
would alleviate, even maybe
disappear once spring

happens.”
She said that as the hours
of daylight become shorter
each passing day during the
winter months an individuals
brain chemistry, specifically
Melatonin and Serotonin, can
change allowing for disorders
like SAD to affect people.
“Melatonin helps with sleep
wake cycle and serotonin helps
with your mood, so if you have
low levels of serotonin then
you may feel depressed,” Lucas
said. “Melatonin is suppressed
with sunlight and when we
don’t have a lot of sun the
levels of melatonin are higher,
which makes you sleepier or
tired.”
She said that even though
SAD is much different than
other types of depression a
person can display the same
types of effects.
“They can have a sense of
hopelessness and helplessness
they can feel kind of anxious
they usually crave large
carbohydrate foods,” she said.

“They may sleep more and
feel like they don’t have any
energy.”
Lucas said that unlike
other forms of depression,
people affected with SAD are
usually not prescribed Anti
depressants.
“Those drugs most likely
wont work for their seasonal
affective disorder,” she
said. “What works is photo
therapy—Literally standing
in a light... they simulate
daylight,” Lucas said.
She explained that you can
pick up lights that simulate
sunlight and sit under them
to increase your level of
melatonin therefore regulating
their cycles and alleviating the
symptoms of SAD. Lucas said
that photo therapy is the only
proven way to combat SAD.
If you are experiencing
depression please don't
hesitate to seek help or go
to Counseling Services in
Building 10 room 424 or call
them at 512-2752.

Jose M. Osorio/Chicago Tribune/MCT

Women are the most common dempgraphic affected by seasonal depression. Nearly 75 percent of
SAD cases are women.

Jamez Duty
Reporter

(DE-FI) Dayton’s emerging fashion incubator, is
boosting Dayton-area fashion
and will be putting on a model
casting-call for (DE-FI)ance
Magazine in early January.
(DE-FI) is an innovative
group in the Dayton area that
mentors, guides and launches
the careers of designers, models, stylists and makeup artists.
“Our mission is to serve as
a support system, whether
it’s providing a platform for
them to showcase their work,
build clientele, purchase fabric
for their new lines, pay their
admission into influential
fashion weeks, or sponsor
other fashion-related events,”
founder Caressa Brown stated.
Caressa Brown, model and
native Daytonian, is also an
enrollment advisor at Sinclair.

She saw a need for fashion in
the Dayton area and wanted
to create a fashion-oriented
community to help support
and guide potential fashion
enthusiasts. “(DE-FI) is always
looking for models, designers, makeup artist, hair stylist,
volunteers, etc. – 95 percent
of what we do is volunteer,”
Brown said.
The first (DE-FI)ance
Magazine was launched in
2013 and features local area
talent. While the prime focus
is fashion, it doesn’t make the
cliché fashion-statement most
women are used to. “I think
that it’s important to know
that (DE-FI) doesn’t place any
emphasis on age, height, and
most importantly weight or
size – I want to show beauty
in all of its forms,” Brown said.
“The first issue of (DE-FI)ance
Magazine featured a 66 yearold Dutch-Indonesian woman,

a 19 year-old Haitian immigrant, a 16 year-old Hispanic
model, a 21 year-old blondhair and blue-eyed model, and
a 25 year-old Iranian Muslim
engineer as cover-models.”
(DE-FI) will be looking for
an assortment of talent for
their coming issue in January
at their fashion call. “For print
models it’s all about how photogenic you are. Runway is all
about how you move and carry
yourself,” Brown said. “For the
casting in January, I’ve already
envisioned what the next
cover will look like and what
I want to address in terms of
content. I’m really looking for
a redhead model with freckles;
I love models with tattoos; I’m
looking for quirky models,
models with flaws, male
models, full-figured and curvy
models – I’m also looking for
that standard cookie-cutter
model.”

Lexie Rose
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Any mention of Ebola, and
the whole world used to go
distraught with images of
hazmat suits and mass quarantine zones. Panic seemed to
be worsening every day. We
feared that an apocalypse was
coming. That was only weeks
ago…what happened?
Since the original Ebola
outbreak began in West Africa
in February of this year, there
have been thousands of news
articles and headlines covering the topic. When Ebola
traveled here to the States,
the number of news articles
doubled, or even tripled. They
all covered the “Outbreak”
that was going to ensue here
in the United States. It seems
that recently these headlines
and news articles have come
to a screeching halt. Although,
healthcare professionals are
still getting trained in proper
Ebola treatment procedures
and those who have the virus
are still put under extensive
watch. It is questionable that
some of these mandatory quarantines and procedures are a
bit extensive. So is Ebola still a
concern for the U.S.?
Kaci Hickox, a nurse from
Maine who treated Ebola
patients in Africa was placed

under a mandatory 21-day
quarantine following her
return home. There is much
controversy following this
procedure because Hickox has
never shown any signs of the
virus, yet is forced to put her
life on hold for 21-days. There
are currently still travel restrictions on all flights coming
from most of Africa. According to the CDC (Center for
Disease Control and Prevention), “All air travelers entering the United States who
have been in Guinea, Liberia,
Sierra Leone, or Mali are being
routed through five U.S. airports (New York’s JFK International, Washington-Dulles,
Newark, Chicago-O’Hare,
and Atlanta) for enhanced
entry screening.” Travelers
are also placed under a 21-day
monitoring process with state
or local health departments.
“Active monitoring means
that public health workers are
responsible for checking at
least once a day to see if people
have fever or other Ebola
symptoms.”
41 days after the first Ebola
diagnosis in the United Stated,
there are no known cases
of the virus in the country.
The “epidemic” that we were
preparing for seems to have
subsided. Is there still concern
for Ebola to spread in the

U.S.? The CDC states, “Ebola
is not spread through casual
contact; therefore, the risk of
an outbreak in the U.S. is very
low.” Are some of the protective measures a little extensive…possibly? But, they have
proven to be successful.
The concern for the Ebola
outbreak is no longer in the
United States, but that doesn’t
mean we should forget about it.
West Africa is still vigorously
fighting this virus. With a total
case number of 15,319 people
infected and 5,444 deaths this
virus is still attacking the countries of Guinea, Liberia, and
Sierra Leone. Mark Zuckerberg, creator of Facebook, has
donated $25 million to help
fight this Ebola in West Africa.
Most of you probably saw the
“Help Stop Ebola” button on
the top of your newsfeed. This
was no hoax, as some articles
have suggested. Facebook,
Google, and many other major
companies are donating and
providing you with the opportunity to do so as well.

Not only does (DE-FI)
focus on building a fashion
community in the local area,
Brown and her team have
moved outward, advancing
the careers of female and
male models. “Every year for
the past threeh years we have
loaded up a 15-passenger van
and headed to Chicago to
attend open calls with some
of the largest agencies in the
world, like FORD, BMG, and
FACTOR. Every year at least
one of our models has been
selected for call-backs. These
models have appeared on the
covers of Vogue Africa, in the
pages of Vogue Italia, in ads
for Abercrombie and Fitch and
GNC, and they are walking in
the Mercedes-Benz Fashion
Week in NYC.”
(DE-FI) is a huge believer
in networking. Just this past
summer, Misti Leigh, a local
designer and fashion photog-

rapher held a large fashion
show in Springfield’s Upper
Valley Mall, where numerous
models, hair designers and
schools worked in unison to
pull off the event. “(DE-FI)
was a sponsor for Misti’s
Fashion Forward Fusion in
August. “We’ve partnered with
Creative Images, who we like
to call our “Glam Squad” –
their students provide hair and
makeup for our events while
getting the needed credits and
hours towards their cosmetology certificates.”
The company shows a
strong sense of community
though their activism and
volunteering. “We work
frequently with the Circle of
Vision Keepers Re-Entry and
Recovery Program and the My
Beauty is Priceless and Sons
of Solomon Youth Empowerment Seminars,” Brown said.
When asked what (DE-FI)’s

goals were for 2015, Caressa
Brown said, “Our major focus
for 2015 will be the launching of the Art of (DE-FI)ance
Fashion Fund which will be
the non-profit sector of the
Dayton Emerging Fashion
Incubator (DE-FI) LLC. The
goal of the Art of (DE-FI)ance
Fashion Fund is to provide
grants for designers and other
fashion professionals to help
them take their careers to the
next level.”
(DE-FI) has launched the
careers of 30 different models
and has helped numerous designers and stylists get a footing in a business that can seem
so out-of-sight in the Dayton
community. The company’s
fashion call for their coming issue of the Art of (DE-FI)ance
is on January 10, 2015 from
noon to 2 p.m. at Ambition
Magazine studio, 118 W. First
St. Suite 319 Dayton, Ohio.

Contributing Writer

Further information on
Ebola can be found at:
www.cdc.gov
Further information for
donation can be found at:
www.facebook.com/
fightebola

TVC host "War on Women" speaker Wendy Wright

Danny McCallum | Clarion Staff

Wendy Wright, vice president of the center for Family
and Human Rights speaking
at SCC.

Zoe Hurley
Reporter

Wendy Wright, Vice
President of the Center for
Family and Human Rights,
spoke in Building 8, giving a
presentation about the “War on

Women.”
The Traditional Values Club
invited Wright to speak to
Sinclair students and faculty
about the war on women.
Wright spoke on issues
affecting women throughout
the world, including surrogate
mothering, egg donations,
wage gaps, rape and other
problems women face.
“These consequences that
can occur from egg donation
and surrogacy are not fully
outlined to the women who
undergo them. They’re not
given full information on what
can happen to them,” Wright
said.
She explained the origins of
the phrase, “war on women,”
stating that it was a political
term created after the elections
in 2010.
“In January of 2011,
DailyKos website ran an article
titled, ‘The Coming War on
Women.’ What did they say was
the coming war on women? A
ban on late term abortions,”

Wright said.
She explained why the ban
was good, and why it was a
support system for women.
“This is legislation that was
introduced, that takes into
account fetal pain—That a
baby at 20 weeks or more feels
pain,” she said.
Wright went on to say that
the reason why it was stated
specifically 20 weeks is because
the nerves of a 20-week-old
fetus are developed, which
enable them to feel pain, even
though they can feel it before
then.
She said that no one realizes
or thinks about abortion when
they hear the phrase “war on
women.”
“The average person doesn’t
think it’s just about abortion—
It’s about the trafficking of
women, the buying and selling
of their bodies or their labor,”
Wright said.
“I hope the people see that
when it’s used here [in the
United States] as a political

campaign, that that is not what
is meant. The people who use
the phrase admit that their only
issue is abortion,” she said.
Wright spoke on the fact that
women, who have been raped,
felt that abortion was the same
as being violated again.
“There have been surveys
done of women who were
raped, and became pregnant.
Some of the women chose
abortion and some of the
women chose not to. Of the
women who chose an abortion,
the majority of them said it
was like being raped a second
time,” she said. “The abortion
procedure itself is like being
violated.”
Wright also mentioned
that abortion to these women
thought it felt worse than being
raped.
“Many of the women said
it was worse. The rape was a
violation do to them, [but with]
the abortion, they committed
violence against another
person,” Wright said.

She also spoke about the
women who had gone through
giving birth to that child, and
how many of them were happy
with their choices.
“Other women who were
raped and decided to give life
to their child said that they did
not regret giving life to their
child. Even more than that,
something good came out of
something terrible,” Wright
said.
She said that there was a
problem where in many states
changed how abortion clinics
received their money because
the government threatened to
take away Medicare. She spoke
about one case where women
were given more medical care
around everything, not just
their reproductive organs.
“Women are more than our
reproductive organs,” she said.
Wright said that life and
death were on the line in every
case, literally. She voiced her
opinion on how abortion is
wrong.

“Abortion harms women
psychologically, it harms
women physically. Abortion
exploits girls,” she said.
Wright explained that it’s
wrong to make abortion the
focal point of how bad society
treats women.
“It really is a tragedy, that
the abuse and exploitation
that women face in the United
States and around the world
is reduced to just one issue.
The only issue that many of
the feminist leaders really care
about is abortion,” Wright said.
“An issue that harms women.”
Though she spoke on many
other points on how women are
treated, she said that we need
to start listening to women
more, and not the government.
Abortion isn’t the only thing
wrong in this world, but the
government seems to state that
the “War on Women” is only
about abortion freedom, or pro
choice.
“Abortion is a war on
women,” Wright said.
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Sinclair students are preparing
their wardrobes, bundling up for
the frigid winter months ahead
and staying fashionable while
doing so.
It is time to take out our
winter-wear now that the first
snow has fallen, and dress accordingly for this notoriously
harsh season. The resounding
trend amongst Sinclair students
is to just be warm and protected
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from frosty weather.
“Layers, layers, layers,” simply
put by civil engineering student
Joseph Dennis, when explaining
his method to dress for winter.
Many people on campus are
doing just that—layering against
the cold. He showed up to class
in his alternative garb wearing
a black, graphic-print, men’s
ForeverXXI sweatshirt paired
with faded gray jeans and black
rubber boots.
Fashion does not take a backseat when it comes to comfort
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on Sinclair’s campus. Destiny
Grooms, a business administration student, tells us how she
implements her style when
dressing for the weather.
“Scarves are my go-to accessories, along with legwarmers
and over-the-knee boots.”
Simple accessorizing will take
an outfit up a few notches while
staying stylish.
Prevalent trends on Sinclair’s
campus are oversized, long
sleeved knitwear, leggings,
beanies, scarves and muted
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colors such as cream, black and
gray. Stylish business instructor
Monica Hughley reflects this
trend in a monochrome black
and white sweater with black
jeans and fierce, studded black
ankle boots.
“A lot of leather, suede and
fur,” she said are her go-to winter
pieces.
Plaids, thermals and leather
jackets are popular menswear
looks spotted on campus. Joshua
Jones, theatre student, expressed
his personal taste as he mixed
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bold colors and prints, while
wearing a scarlet red tee with a
quirky, eye-graphic print and
baggy, green camouflage pants.
His cold-weather standout looks
were his red Chicago Bulls pompom knit cap by Nieman Marcus
and a black leather varsity jacket.
Dressing for special occasions
this season can be tricky when
combatting the winter freeze,
but here are some style inspiration to stay chic: Pleated skirts
and A-line dresses are a holiday
must for women, and can be
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paired with thick, knit tights
to stay warm. Ugly, decorative, Christmas sweaters have
also made a comeback in past
seasons and are no longer a look
for our grandparents. Featuring
reindeers and a brocade of gaudy
accents, this trend is for those
with a sense of humor, male or female, and is guaranteed coziness.
This upcoming winter will
be stylish with a 100 percent
chance of chic, as seen with students and faculty at the Sinclair
downtown campus.

